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The award for ‘released game’ most likely to 
sell less than 50 copies goes to…Merlin Racing.  
Let’s look at the evidence: 
 
PLATFORM: VM Labs went bankrupt in 2001.  
Thankfully.  Because any company who designs a 
really high-tech, all singing, all dancing DVD 
player and expects that same buyer NOT to have a 
decent PC or console already for gaming is out of 
their mind. The Nuon was a hybrid DVD player/
game machine released about 2000.  The VM Labs 
4-cpu machine soon faded into obscurity.  It had 8 
games released and 24 scheduled games were 
cancelled, including RC De Go and NFS 2. 
 
DEVELOPER: UK Outfit, Miracle Designs.    Their 
first game Atari Karts in 1995 was for the defunct 
Jaguar.  It would be unfair to call the game ‘best 
of Jaguar racing’ because although it was, saying 
this would imply that it wasn’t a bad game.  It was 
a bad game (see Club Drive and Checkered Flag 
for other appalling Jaguar racing games).  Atari 
Karts was a higher resolution, lower standard 
SMK.  After a little dabble with a playstation dev 
kit, Miracle Designs abandoned that to work on 
the Nuon.  They were simultaneously developing 
the game alongside a 3D engine SDK for VM Labs 
to ship to developers.  This means it took two and 
a half years to complete.  So if anyone knew the 
machine, they did.  In a subsequent interview, it 
was said the game used about 60%-75% of the 
processing power of the machine.  Subsequent 
games from Miracle Designs were low budget rac-
ing/handheld games of no interest to you.  
 
GAME: Merlin Racing has the awkward claim of be-
ing the first game to be released for the Nuon, in 
December 2000.  Generic, low-poly, low fun racer, 
it was. It wasn’t, as one Amazon reviewer says 
“best Kart-racing game on any console” and it 
doesn’t have “fabulous 5.1 sound” as another ex-
cited Amazon reviewer tells you (though it did 
have Dolby Surround). And don’t read the ‘Nuon 
retro fan sites’.  They’re understandably biased 
and yet still only give so-so reviews.  It had Play-
station graphics with N64 blurry textures.  That is, 
a bit last-gen.  Progress was saved by use of pass-
words… Did I mention the choppy frame rate and 
bland sound?  It did have 25 somewhat varied 
tracks though. 
 
TARGET AUDIENCE: Obviously as a console/pc 
gamer, this was of no interest.  However it wasn’t 
designed for you.  Such a safe and generic game 
was designed for the non-gaming public to enjoy 
casual games.  But of course the casual public did-
n’t buy a Nuon…they bought a Samsung DVD 
player at a fraction of the price. 
 

CONCLUSION: A game even the fan-sites struggle 
to praise.  A platform which had no market. An in-
experienced dev-co with one previous (and bad) 
game.  No wonder it didn’t sell many.  I guess the 
only reason it sold any copies at all is because the 
machine had just 8 games released and some 
‘collector’ type buyers. 

Atari Karts 

A Samsung Nuon 
machine and a 
Samsung Controller 
(the machine had 
many different pads 
f rom  d i f f e rent 
manufacturers. 

A picture taken at E3 2000.  This 
is someone called Amy Jo John-
son whom they managed to con-
vince to play the game... 


